
Switch UpTM Manual V1.2 
 
For videos and tutorials and more information about the Switch Up TM device please visit: 

https://www.switch-up.ca 
 

 

WARNING: READ THIS BEFORE 

ATTEMPTING TO USE YOUR SWITCH UP 

DEVICE 
BEFORE  YOU CONNECT THE SWITCH UPTM DEVICE TO THE SWITCH TM DOCK, YOU 

MUST NAVIGATE TO THE SWITCH TM  “SYSTEM SETTINGS” AND SET “PRO 

CONTROLLER WIRED COMMUNICATION” TO “ON”.  Not doing so will result in an 

“Error Code 2011-0301”, requiring you to disconnect the Switch Up TM from the console, 

then reboot the Switch TM, and then change the setting to “ON”.  You can now plug in 

your Switch Up TM and enjoy without issue. 

 

 

https://www.switch-up.ca/


 
The “Controller and Sensors” setting for the Pro Controller Wired Communication must 

be set to “ON”. 

 

 

 



 
This error will occur if the Pro Controller Wired Communication is set to “OFF”.  You are 

now required to disconnect the Switch Up TM from the Switch TM console and then reboot 

the Switch TM console.  Now go to the “Controller and Sensors” settings and then from the 

Pro Controller Wired Communication option, set it to “ON”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SWITCH UP TM INITIAL SETUP 

INSTRUCTIONS 
OVERVIEW 
Use the Switch Up TM to play the SwitchTM console with Joy-Con TM/Switch TM Pro/Wii UTM 

Pro/Xbox One TM/Xbox 360 TM/PlayStation 4 TM/PlayStation 3 TM controllers. 
 

UPDATING YOUR SWITCH UPTM 
Before using the Switch Up TM device, it is important to make sure your device is updated. 

To do this download the Collective MindsTM Updater software below and use the 

application to update your Switch Up TM device to the latest version. 
 

Updater :  Windows Version Download Mac Version Download 

 

Updating Steps: 

 

1. Open the update tool 

on your computer. 

https://cmupdate.blob.core.windows.net/appdownload/cmupdatetool.exe
https://collectiveminds.ca/cmupdatetool-osx_1-00-beta3/


Plug in your Switch UpTM device into an open USB port. 

 

 

2. Once the Switch UpTM 

device is detected, 

click on the Device 

Name in the Update 

Tool. 

 

 

 

3. On the Firmware 

Selection screen 

simply click Continue. 

 

 

 

 

4. Your Switch UpTM is 

now ready to be 

updated.  Click on 

Begin Update to start 

the process. 

 

 

 

5. The Switch UpTM 

device will now begin 

receiving the latest 



update.  DO NOT remove your switch device while the update is in progress. 

 

6. When you see 

“Update Completed” 

you can safely 

remove your Switch 

Up TM device from your 

computer and begin 

enjoying it. 

 

MODE ACTIVATION 
There are three modes.  Standard Mode, Mario Mode, and Zelda Mode.  To select modes 

simply PRESS & RELEASE the Mode Select button until it turns RED (Mario Mode) or 

GREEN (Zelda Mode) or back to WHITE (Standard Mode). 

 

CONNECTING THE SWITCH UPTM AND A CONTROLLER 

 
BEFORE  YOU CONNECT THE SWITCH UPTM DEVICE TO THE SWITCH TM DOCK, YOU 

MUST NAVIGATE TO THE SWITCH TM  “SYSTEM SETTINGS” AND SET “PRO 

CONTROLLER WIRED COMMUNICATION” TO “ON”.  Not doing so will result in an 

“Error Code 2011-0301”, requiring you to disconnect the Switch Up TM, then reboot the 

Switch TM, and then change the setting to “ON”. 

 

The Switch UpTM supports Joy-ConTM/SwitchTM Pro/Wii UTM Pro/Xbox OneTM/Xbox 

360 TM/PlayStation 4TM/PlayStation 3 TM controllers.  The Switch TM will see any controller 

you connect to the Switch UPTM device, as a SwitchTM Pro Controller. 

 

With a PlayStation 4 TM controller connected to the Switch UpTM, the TOUCHPAD button 

acts as the CAPTURE button for the SwitchTM. 

 

WIRED CONTROL:  The simplest connection of a controller is through a wired 

connection.  Simply connect your SwitchTM Pro/Wii UTM Pro/Xbox OneTM/Xbox 



360 TM/PlayStation 4 TM/PlayStation 3 TM controller directly to the Switch UPTM with their 

respective controller cables.  Once you have done this, you can enjoy wired play. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WIRELESS CONTROL: 

 

To use a wireless controller with your Switch Up TM you will have to first pair your wireless 

controller with the Switch UpTM device.  Each controller has a simple wireless pairing 

method as follows.  Switch Pro TM/Wii UTM Pro/Xbox OneTM/Xbox 360 TM/PlayStation 

4 TM/PlayStation 3 TM controllers can be used wirelessly after pairing. 

 

 

 

 

OR 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PlayStation 4TM Wireless Controller Pairing - Simply put your 

PlayStation 4 TM controller into pairing mode and press the 

Bluetooth Sync button on your Switch Up TM device.  Step by Step 

Instructions below. 

 



1. Ensure your Switch Up TM  device is plugged into the Switch TM Dock. 

2. Ensure your wireless PlayStation 4 TM controller is off. 

3. Place your PlayStation 4 TM controller into Bluetooth pairing mode by holding the 

SHARE and HOME buttons for 5 seconds or until the light bar flashes WHITE.   

4. Now press the Bluetooth pairing button on the Switch Up TM  device.  The LED will 

flash BLUE to show Bluetooth pairing has begun. 

5. Within a few seconds the LED will be WHITE indicating that pairing is complete. 

6. The light bar on the PlayStation 4TM controller should be BLUE and you are now 

connected to the Switch Up TM  device and ready to use your PlayStation 4TM 

controller wirelessly. 

 

PlayStation 3 TM Wireless Controller Pairing - Connect the PlayStation 3TM controller via a 

wired connection first.  Then remove the wired connection and your PlayStation 3TM 

controller will automatically pair to Switch UpTM  device.  Step by 

Step Instructions below. 

 

1. Ensure your Switch Up TM  device is plugged into the 

Switch TM Dock. 

2. Plug your PlayStation 3 TM controller into your Switch Up TM  

device.  The Player LED indicator on your PlayStation 3TM 

controller will light up. 

3. Now remove the wired connection, and your PlayStation 3TM controller Player LED 

indicators will begin to flash. 

4. After a few seconds only one Player LED indicator will light up. 

5. You are now connected to the Switch Up TM  device and ready to use your 

PlayStation 3 TM controller wirelessly. 

 

Xbox One TM Wireless Bluetooth Controller Pairing  - Simply put your Xbox TM controller into 

sync mode and press the Bluetooth Sync button on your Switch Up TM device.  Step by 

Step Instructions below. 

 

1. Ensure your Switch Up TM  device is plugged into the 

Switch TM Dock. 

2. Turn on your Xbox OneTM Wireless Bluetooth Controller. 

3. Press the SYNC button on your controller. 



4. Now press the Bluetooth pairing button on the Switch Up TM  device.  The LED will 

flash BLUE to show Bluetooth pairing has begun. 

5. Within 30 seconds the LED will be WHITE on the Switch Up TM  device and the 

Xbox OneTM Wireless Bluetooth Controller will vibrate indicating that pairing is 

complete. 

6. You are now connected to the Switch Up TM  device and ready to use your Xbox 

One TM Bluetooth Controller wirelessly. 

7. If your controller is not connected, remove the batteries then re-insert them and 

repeat the process above. 

 

Xbox One TM Wireless Controller Pairing  - To connect a 

non-bluetooth  Xbox One TM controller you must use an Xbox 

One TM Wireless Adapter (sold separately).  Connect the Xbox 

One TM controller via a wired connection first.  Then remove the 

wired connection and plug the Xbox OneTM Wireless Adapter 

into your Switch UpTM device.  Step by Step Instructions below. 

 

1. Ensure your Switch Up TM  device is plugged into the 

Switch Dock. 

2. Plug your Xbox One TM controller into your Switch UpTM  device.  It will vibrate to 

indicate it is paired to your Switch UpTM  device. 

3. Now remove the wired connection, and your Xbox OneTM controller HOME button 

will begin to flash. 

4. Insert the Xbox OneTM Wireless Adapter. 

5. Within a few seconds the Xbox OneTM Wireless Adapter LED will go WHITE and 

your Xbox OneTM Wireless Controller HOME button will stay solid indicating that 

pairing is complete. 

6. You are now connected to the Switch Up TM  device and ready to use your Xbox 

One TM controller wirelessly. 

7. If your controller is not connected, remove the batteries then re-insert them and 

repeat the process above. 

 

Xbox 360 TM Wireless Controller Pairing  - To connect a Xbox 360TM Wireless 

Controller you must use an Xbox 360TM Wireless Gaming Receiver (sold 

separately).  Connect the Xbox 360TM Wireless Gaming Receiver to the Switch 



Up TM device.  Now sync with your Xbox 360 TM Wireless Controller.  Step by Step 

Instructions below. 

 

1. Ensure your Switch Up TM  device is plugged into the Switch TM Dock. 

2. Plug your Xbox 360 TM Wireless Gaming Receiver into your Switch Up TM  device.   

3. Turn on your Xbox 360 TM Wireless Controller.   

4. Press the SYNC button on your Xbox 360 TM Wireless Controller until the HOME 

button begins flashing. 

5. Now press the SYNC button on the Wireless Gaming Receiver. 

6. Within a few seconds the Xbox 360 TM Wireless Controller HOME button will stay 

solid indicating that pairing is complete. 

7. You are now connected to the Switch Up TM  device and ready to use your Xbox 

360 TM controller wirelessly. 

 

SwitchTM Pro Wireless Controller Pairing  - Simply put your Switch TM Pro Controller into 

sync mode and press the Bluetooth Sync button on your Switch 

Up TM device.  Step by Step Instructions below. 

 

1. Ensure your Switch Up TM  device is plugged into the 

Switch TM Dock. 

2. Ensure your wireless SwitchTM Pro Controller is off. 

3. Place your Switch TM Pro Controller into Bluetooth pairing 

mode by pressing the SYNC button at the top for a few 

seconds.   

4. The player indicators at the bottom of the SwitchTM Pro Controller will now begin 

to cycle. 

5. Now press the Bluetooth pairing button on the Switch Up TM  device.  The LED will 

flash BLUE to show Bluetooth pairing has begun. 

6. Within a few seconds the LED on the Switch Up TM device will be WHITE indicating 

that pairing is complete. 

7. The player indicators on the Switch TM Pro Controller will light up one player 

indicator LED.  

8. You are now connected to the Switch Up TM  device and ready to use your Switch TM 

Pro Controller wirelessly. 

 



Wii UTM Pro Wireless Controller Pairing  - Simply put your Wii U 

Pro controller into sync mode and press the Bluetooth Sync 

button on your Switch Up TM device.  Step by Step Instructions 

below. 

 

1. Ensure your Switch Up TM  device is plugged into the 

Switch TM Dock. 

2. Ensure your wireless Wii U TM Pro Controller is off. 

3. Place your Wii U TM Pro Controller into Bluetooth pairing mode by pressing the 

SYNC button at the back for a few seconds.   

4. The player indicators at the bottom of the Wii UTM Pro Controller will now begin to 

cycle. 

5. Now press the Bluetooth pairing button on the Switch Up TM  device.  The LED will 

flash BLUE to show Bluetooth pairing has begun. 

6. Within a few seconds the LED on the Switch Up TM device will be WHITE indicating 

that pairing is complete. 

7. The player indicators on the Wii U TM Pro Controller will light up one player 

indicator LED.  

8. You are now connected to the Switch Up TM  device and ready to use your Wii UTM 

Pro Controller wirelessly. 

 

Joy-ConTM Wireless Controller Pairing - Simply put your 

Joy-Con TM controller into sync mode and press the Bluetooth 

Sync button on your Switch Up TM device.  Step by Step 

Instructions below. 

 

1. Ensure your Switch Up TM  device is plugged into the 

Switch TM Dock. 

2. Ensure both Joy-ConTM controllers are off. 

3. Place your LEFT Joy-Con TM controller into Bluetooth pairing mode by pressing 

the SYNC button until the player LED’s on it begin to cycle.   

4. Now press the Bluetooth pairing button on the Switch Up TM  device.  The LED will 

flash BLUE to show Bluetooth pairing has begun. 

5. Within a few seconds the LED on the Switch Up TM device will be WHITE indicating 

that pairing is complete and you will feel a strong vibration on the LEFT Joy-Con TM 

controller. 



6. The player indicators on the Joy-ConTM controller will light up one player indicator 

LED.  

7. Place your RIGHT Joy-Con TM controller into Bluetooth pairing mode by pressing 

the SYNC button until the player LED’s on it begin to cycle.   

8. Now press the Bluetooth pairing button on the Switch Up TM  device.  The LED will 

flash BLUE to show Bluetooth pairing has begun. 

9. Within a few seconds the LED on the Switch Up TM device will be WHITE indicating 

that pairing is complete and you will feel a strong vibration on the RIGHT 

Joy-Con TM controller. 

10. The player indicators on the Joy-ConTM controller will light up one player indicator 

LED.  

11. You are now connected to the Switch Up TM  device and ready to use your 

Joy-Con TM controllers. 

12. If your Joy-Con TM controller player indicators do not all match the player indicator 

on the Switch Up TM device then repeat steps 1 - 11. 

   



OPTIONAL BUTTON SWAP: 
You can globally swap all 4 face buttons to follow the familiar button geography of 

Xbox TM/PlayStation TM and you can see exactly how to do it in the table below.  If you are 

accustomed to an Xbox TM controller, this ensures an in game A button prompt will be the 

A button on the controller, etc.  Swap is also helpful for PlayStation TM and SwitchTM 

controllers, when you are used to your back menu button being geographically the east 

face button. 

 

Some games are more playable with swap than others; it depends on what the original 

buttons for the various in game actions are. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE:  REMEMBER THAT THIS IS A GLOBAL BUTTON SWAP. 

EVERYTHING WILL BE SWAPPED - ALL CONTROLLER TYPES, SWITCH UPTM MODES 

AND MODS WILL BE SWAPPED AS A RESULT!  EVEN IF YOU UNPLUG AND PLUG IN 

THE SWITCHTM IT WILL REMAIN SWAPPED UNTIL YOU CHANGE THE SWAP MODE 

BACK. 

MOD  INFO 

Switch Button Swap  While using SwitchTM Joy-ConTM/Switch TM Pro/Wii UTM Pro 

controllers:  A-B X-Y can be swapped once you connect 

your controller to the Switch Up TM.  To SWAP to A=B B=A 

X=Y Y=X, HOLD PLUS & B button for at least 3 seconds. 

To RESET to DEFAULT A=A B=B X=X Y=Y, HOLD PLUS & 

A button for at least 3 seconds. 

Xbox Button Swap  While using Xbox TM controllers:  A-B X-Y can be swapped 

once you connect your controller to the Switch Up TM.  To 

SWAP to A=A B=B X=X Y=Y, HOLD MENU & A button for 

at least 3 seconds.  To RESET to DEFAULT A=B B=A X=Y 

Y=X, HOLD MENU & B button for at least 3 seconds. 

PlayStation Button Swap  While using PlayStationTM controllers:  A-B X-Y can be 

swapped once you connect your controller to the Switch 

Up TM.  To SWAP to ✖=A ⬤=B ⬛=X ▲=Y, HOLD 

OPTIONS & CROSS button for at least 3 seconds.  To 



RESET to DEFAULT ✖=B ⬤=A ⬛=Y ▲=X, HOLD 

OPTIONS & CIRCLE button for at least 3 seconds. 

 

MARIO MODE CONTROLS 

 

OVERVIEW 
The Switch Up TM Mario Mode comprises several Super Mario OdysseyTM mods to 

streamline the trickier areas of the in game controls, with mods such as EASY DIVE, 

EASY HATTY, EASY SWIM, and GROUND POUND +. 

 

Significantly cut out grinding for coins and moons to unlock content with COIN/MOON 

GENERATORS,  and beat down bosses with AUTO BOSS BATTLE, so that you can focus 

on experiencing and enjoying the game as one seamless experience. 

 

Take advantage of a simple to use menu system with classic style button codes to toggle 

the various mods. 

 

Use the Switch Up TM  device to play Mario with Joy-ConTM/Switch TM Pro/Wii TM U Pro/Xbox 

One TM/Xbox 360 TM/PlayStation 4 TM/PlayStation 3 TM controllers. 

 

ACTIVATION 
You must first select Mario Mode.  PRESS & RELEASE the Mode Select button until it 

turns RED.  You are now in Mario Mode. 

 

MASTER QUICK CONTROL 
MASTER QUICK CONTROL will SUSPEND/RESUME MODS for situations where you 

might need NO MODS in a hurry. 

MASTER QUICK CONTROL - SUSPEND/RESUME ALL MODS 

SUSPEND/RESUME ALL MODS:  HOLD LEFT D-Pad & TAP PLUS button (XB: VIEW / 

PS: OPTIONS) at the same time.  (Suspended: HEAVY rumble and Mode Select 

PURPLE LED indicator / Resumed: LIGHT rumble and Mode Select RED LED 



indicator). 

MASTER RESET 
MASTER RESET will RESET ALL MODS to their default state and button map for 

situations where you have lost track of what you have toggled ON. 

 

ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) until the Mode 

Select LED turns WHITE .  Proceed to RELEASE  the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: 

SHARE). 

 

PRESS the PLUS button (XB: MENU / PS: OPTIONS), and you will feel a HEAVY rumble, 

which means all mods have been reset to their default state and button map. 

 

EXIT MENU MODE - TAP  the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE). 

MASTER RESET   

Reset To Default  From Menu Mode:  PRESS PLUS button (XB: MENU / PS: 

OPTIONS), and you will feel a HEAVY rumble, which means all 

mods have been reset to their default state and button map. 

 

MENU MODE NAVIGATION 
NAVIGATION  INFO 

Enter MENU MODE  ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD MINUS button (XB: VIEW / 

PS: SHARE) until the Mode Select LED turns WHITE. 

Settings MENU MODE  L/R bumper swaps Easy Dive bumper.  ZL/ZR trigger 

swaps Ground Pound + trigger.   X (XB: Y / PS: ▲) / Y (XB: 

X / PS: ⬛) button swaps Easy Hatty button.  (DEFAULT: 

LIGHT rumble indicator / SWAPPED: HEAVY rumble 

indicator).  PLUS button (XB: MENU / PS: OPTIONS) 

RESETS everything to DEFAULT. 

Exit MENU MODE  EXIT MENU MODE - TAP MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: 

SHARE). 



 

MARIO MOD INSTRUCTIONS 
EASY DIVE 
Use the Easy Dive mod  to make Mario dive while mid-air at will, without the hassle of 

tricky button combinations.  The DEFAULT button that activates this mod is the L bumper, 

but it can be swapped to the R bumper. 

 

SWAP EASY DIVE BUTTON: 
ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) until the Mode 

Select LED turns WHITE.  Proceed to RELEASE the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: 

SHARE). 

 

PRESS the R bumper, and you will feel a HEAVY rumble, which means this mod is now 

SWAPPED to the R bumper. 

 

PRESS the L bumper, and you will feel a LIGHT rumble, which means this mod is now 

DEFAULTED back to the default button, the L bumper. 

 

EXIT MENU MODE - TAP  the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE). 

MOD  INFO 

Easy Dive  Make Mario dive while mid-air at will, without the hassle of 

tricky button combinations.  The DEFAULT button that 

activates this mod is the L bumper, but it can be swapped to 

the R bumper. 

Swap Button  ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: 

SHARE) until the Mode Select LED turns WHITE.  RELEASE 

MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE).  L/R bumper swaps 

Easy Dive bumper.  (R: HEAVY rumble indicator / L: LIGHT 

rumble indicator).  EXIT MENU MODE - TAP MINUS button (XB: 

VIEW / PS: SHARE). 

 

 

   



EASY HATTY 
Use the Easy Hatty mod to make Mario cover distances to areas never before thought 

reachable with up to 2 throws of Mario’s hat.  Mario will automatically jump onto the hat 

after throwing it each time.  The DEFAULT button that activates this mod is the X button 

(XB: Y / PS: ▲), but it can be swapped to the Y button (XB: X / PS: ⬛). 

 

SWAP EASY HATTY BUTTON: 
ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) until the Mode 

Select LED turns WHITE.  Proceed to RELEASE the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: 

SHARE). 

 

PRESS the Y button (XB: X / PS: ⬛), and you will feel a HEAVY rumble, which means this 

mod is now SWAPPED to the Y button (XB: X / PS: ⬛). 

 

PRESS the X button (XB: Y / PS: ▲), and you will feel a LIGHT rumble, which means this 

mod is now DEFAULTED back to the default X button (XB: Y / PS: ▲). 
 

EXIT MENU MODE - TAP  the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE). 

MOD  INFO 

Easy Hatty  Make Mario cover distances to areas never before thought 

reachable with up to 2 throws of Mario’s hat.  Mario will 

automatically jump onto the hat after throwing it each time. 

The DEFAULT button that activates this mod is X button (XB: Y 

/ PS: ▲), but it can be swapped to Y button (XB: X / PS: ⬛). 

Swap Button  ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: 

SHARE) until the Mode Select LED turns WHITE.  RELEASE 

MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE).  X (XB: Y / PS: ▲) / Y 

(XB: X / PS: ⬛) button swaps Easy Hatty button.  (SWAPPED: 

HEAVY rumble indicator / DEFAULT: LIGHT rumble indicator). 

EXIT MENU MODE - TAP MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: 

SHARE). 

 



EASY SWIM 
When the Easy Swim mod is ON, Mario will automatically and endlessly swim at 

maximum speed which avoids the headaches of timed button presses. 

 

When Mario enters the water:   CLICK in the LEFT STICK button and the RIGHT STICK 

button TOGETHER at the same time to toggle ON Easy Swim, and you will feel a HEAVY 

rumble. 

 

When Mario leaves the water:  CLICK in the LEFT STICK button and the RIGHT STICK 

button TOGETHER again at the same time to toggle OFF Easy Swim, and you will feel a 

LIGHT rumble. 

QUICK MOD  ON/OFF 

Easy Swim  Mario will automatically and endlessly swim at maximum speed 

which avoids the headaches of timed button presses. 

CLICK in the LEFT STICK button & the RIGHT STICK button 

TOGETHER at the same time to toggle Easy Swim.  (ON: 

HEAVY rumble indicator / OFF: LIGHT rumble indicator). 

 

   



GROUND POUND + 
The Ground Pound + mod features a built in bounce for Mario to reach vertical heights 

that were previously unreachable.  The DEFAULT trigger that activates this mod is the ZL 

trigger, but it can be swapped to the ZR trigger. 
 

SWAP GROUND POUND + BUTTON: 
ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) until the Mode 

Select LED turns WHITE .  Proceed to RELEASE  the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: 

SHARE). 

 

PRESS the ZR trigger, and you will feel a HEAVY rumble, which means this mod is now 

SWAPPED to the ZR trigger. 

 

PRESS the ZL trigger, and you will feel a LIGHT rumble, which means this mod is now 

DEFAULTED back to the default button, the ZL trigger. 

 

EXIT MENU MODE - TAP  the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE). 

MOD  INFO 

Ground Pound +  Ground Pound with a built in bounce for Mario to reach vertical 

heights that were previously unreachable.  The DEFAULT 

button that activates this mod is ZL trigger, but it can be 

swapped to ZR trigger. 

Swap Button  ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: 

SHARE) until the Mode Select LED turns WHITE.  RELEASE 

MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE).  ZL/ZR trigger swaps 

Ground Pound + trigger.  (ZR: HEAVY rumble indicator / ZL: 

LIGHT rumble indicator).  EXIT MENU MODE - TAP MINUS 

button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE). 

 

   



MARIO GENERATORS 
FROG COIN GENERATOR 
Frog Coin Generator is available in the first kingdom, “Cap Kingdom”, after the 

following requirements are met to remove the rubble from the blocked off door: 

Defeat the first boss (Topper).  Travel through the “Cascade Kingdom” area.  As soon as 

you arrive in the “Sand Kingdom”, travel back to the “Cap Kingdom”. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES:  Rumble MUST be set to ON (you will not actually experience 

rumble while the generator is running). 

 

Frog Coin Generator will NOT work if the door that Mario tries to enter is closed, and if 

this happens simply PRESS the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) to toggle OFF the 

generator, manually open the door, and then restart from Step 2 in the table below. 

 

To exit the map screen, ALWAYS exit using the face buttons and NOT the MINUS button 

as this will cancel the battle. 

 

Now follow the steps below: 

STEPS  INFO 

Step 1  Upon fulfilling the requirements described above, travel to the 

“Cap Kingdom”. 

Step 2  Open the map and warp to the “Central Plaza” checkpoint, 

stand still and DO NOT MOVE. 

Step 3  ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: 

SHARE) until the Mode Select LED turns WHITE. 

Step 4  PRESS the following D-Pad sequence:  ↑ ← ↑ →.  From top to 

bottom, the Switch Up TM will light up a GREEN Player LED as 

you enter the 4 button code.  If you have begun entering the 

wrong code, wait for the Player LED's to shut off, and try again. 

Step 5  Once you have entered the code correctly, all 4 Player LED's 

will be flashing GREEN in sync.  If you have entered the code 



incorrectly, the Mode Select LED will light up YELLOW for a 

few seconds, and then you can try again. 

Step 6  PRESS UP D-Pad to toggle ON Frog Coin Generator.  The 

Mode Select LED will now flash in sync with the 4 GREEN 

Player LED’s.  The generator will run endlessly, earning coins 

until you toggle it OFF. 

OFF  PRESS MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) to toggle OFF 

Frog Coin Generator when you are done.  The Mode Select 

LED will stop flashing and the 4 Player LED’s will shut off.  You 

will be able to control your game again. 

 

BOWSER COIN GENERATOR 
Bowser Coin Generator is available in “Bowser’s Kingdom”, after you have met the 

requirement of unlocking the “Beneath the Keep” checkpoint, defeating the 

“RoboBrood” boss and finally, collecting the “Dashing Above the Clouds” moon.  You 

can view the video for collecting the required moon at  https://youtu.be/dm3NaQULY3Q. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES:  Rumble MUST be set to ON (you will not actually experience 

rumble while the generator is running). 

 

To exit the map screen, ALWAYS exit using the face buttons and NOT the MINUS button 

as this will cancel the battle. 

 

Now follow the steps below: 

STEPS  INFO 

Step 1  Upon fulfilling the requirements described above, travel to 

“Bowser’s Kingdom”. 

Step 2  Open the map and warp to the “Beneath the Keep” 

checkpoint, stand still and DO NOT MOVE. 

Step 3  ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: 

SHARE) until the Mode Select LED turns WHITE. 

https://youtu.be/dm3NaQULY3Q


Step 4  PRESS the following D-Pad sequence:  ← ← ↑ →.  From top to 

bottom, the Switch Up TM will light up a GREEN Player LED as 

you enter the 4 button code.  If you have begun entering the 

wrong code, wait for the Player LED's to shut off, and try again. 

Step 5  Once you have entered the code correctly, all 4 Player LED's 

will be flashing GREEN in sync.  If you have entered the code 

incorrectly, the Mode Select LED will light up YELLOW for a 

few seconds, and then you can try again. 

Step 6  PRESS UP D-Pad to toggle ON Bowser Coin Generator.  The 

Mode Select LED will now flash in sync with the 4 GREEN 

Player LED’s.  The generator will run endlessly, earning coins 

until you turn it OFF. 

OFF  PRESS MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) to toggle OFF 

Bowser Coin Generator when you are done.  The Mode Select 

LED will stop flashing and the 4 Player LED’s will shut off.  You 

will be able to control your game again. 

 

BOWSER COIN/MOON GENERATOR 
Bowser Coin/Moon Generator is available in “Bowser’s Kingdom”, after you have met 

the requirement of unlocking the “Beneath the Keep” checkpoint, defeating the 

“RoboBrood” boss and finally, collecting the “Dashing Above the Clouds” moon.  You 

can view the video for collecting the required moon at  https://youtu.be/dm3NaQULY3Q. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES:  Rumble MUST be set to ON (you will not actually experience 

rumble while the generator is running). 

 

The difference between this coin generator and the other Bowser coin generator, is that 

with this one, after collecting 9000 coins, Mario will go to the store, spending all 9000 

coins on purchasing moons, before returning back to generating coins again and 

repeating the process. 

 

To exit the map screen, ALWAYS exit using the face buttons and NOT the MINUS button 

as this will cancel the battle. 

https://youtu.be/dm3NaQULY3Q


 

Now follow the steps below: 

STEPS  INFO 

Step 1  Upon fulfilling the requirements described above, travel to the 

“Bowser’s Kingdom”. 

Step 2  Open the map and warp to the “Beneath the Keep” 

checkpoint, stand still and DO NOT MOVE. 

Step 3  ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: 

SHARE) until the Mode Select LED turns WHITE. 

Step 4  PRESS the following D-Pad sequence:  → ← ↑ →.  From top to 

bottom, the Switch Up TM will light up a GREEN Player LED as 

you enter the 4 button code.  If you have begun entering the 

wrong code, wait for the Player LED's to shut off, and try again 

Step 5  Once you have entered the code correctly, all 4 Player LED's 

will be flashing GREEN in sync.  If you have entered the code 

incorrectly, the Mode Select LED will light up YELLOW for a 

few seconds, and then you can try again. 

Step 6  PRESS UP D-Pad to toggle ON Bowser Coin/Moon Generator. 

The Mode Select LED will now flash in sync with the 4 GREEN 

Player LED’s.  The generator will run endlessly, earning coins + 

moons until you turn it OFF. 

OFF  PRESS MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) to toggle OFF 

Bowser Coin/Moon Generator when you are done.  The Mode 

Select LED will stop flashing and the 4 Player LED’s will shut 

off.  You will be able to control your game again. 

 

   



AUTO BOSS BATTLE 
Use the Auto Boss Battle mod to end the frustration of getting stuck on bosses. 

Follow the instructions and simply enter the code to beat the boss for you! 

 

Rumble MUST be set to ON (you will not actually experience rumble while Auto Boss 

Battle is running). 

 

Step 1:  ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD  the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) until the 

Mode Select LED turns WHITE.  Proceed to RELEASE  the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: 

SHARE). 

 

Step 2:  From Menu Mode, you can now enter the specific code in sequence for the boss 

you are about to face. 

 

Step 3:  As you are entering the 4 button code, from top to bottom, the Switch Up TM will 

light up a GREEN Player LED for each of the 4 buttons.  Once you have entered the code 

correctly, all 4 Player LED’s will be flashing GREEN in sync.  If you have begun entering 

the wrong code, wait for the Player LED's to shut off, and try again, and if you have 

entered the code incorrectly, the Mode Select LED will light up YELLOW for a few 

seconds, and then you can try again. 

 

Step 4:  At this point you MUST be standing in the correct location for the boss you 

desire to beat.  The table below displays a video link for each boss, specifically showing 

you how.  Once you are in the correct location, PRESS the UP D-Pad to start the boss 

fight.  NOTE:  To exit the map screen, ALWAYS exit using the face buttons and NOT the 

MINUS button as this will cancel the battle. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES:  Due to the randomness of the in game physics, bosses will NOT 

always be beaten on the first attempt, and ★ bosses will NEVER be beaten on the first 

attempt, while ♥ bosses REQUIRE 6 hearts to beat. 

 

For Boss 8 Bowser, do NOT go into Mario’s ship when you are in “Cloud Kingdom”, 

because this will reset the spawn point of Mario and the boss fight will fail to succeed 

when activated.  If you have accidentally done this, the solution is to PRESS the HOME 

button and close the software.  Once closed, select the change user button, then pick 



the same user.  Mario will now be spawned at the correct positioning for starting the 

boss fight. 

 

Boss 14 Cookatiel is launched differently from the other bosses, as after entering the 

code your map will be opened, then you need to hover over the “Top of the Peak Climb” 

checkpoint flag, and finally PRESS the UP D-Pad to start the boss fight. 

Boss 1  ↓ ↓ ↓ ←  Topper  Cap Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwer 

 

Boss 2  ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑  Madame Broode  Cascade Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwer1 

 

Boss 3 ★  ↓ ↓ ↓ →  Harriet  Sand Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwes 

 

Boss 4  ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓  Knucklotec  Sand Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwes1 

 

Boss 5  ↓ ↓ ← ←  Rango  Lake Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwes2 

 

Boss 6  ↓ ↓ ← ↑  Spewart  Wooded Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwes3 

 

Boss 7  ↓ ↓ ← →  Torkdrift  Wooded Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwes4 

 

Boss 8  ↓ ↓ ← ↓  Bowser  Cloud Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwes5 

 

Boss 9 ★ ♥  ↓ ← ↑ →  Mechawiggler  Metro Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwes6 

 

Boss 10  ↓ ← ← ←  Donkey Kong  Metro Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwes7 

 

Boss 11  ↓ ← ← →  Rango #2  Snow Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwes8 
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Boss 12  ↓ ← ← ↑ 

Mollusque 

Lanceur  Seaside Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwes9 

 

Boss 13 ★  ↓ ← ← ↓  Spewart #2  Luncheon Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwev 

 

Boss 14 ♥  ↓ ← ↑ ↓  Cookatiel  Luncheon Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwev1 

 

Boss 15  ↓ ← → ↓  Ruined Dragon  Ruined Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwev2 

 

Boss 16  ↓ ← ↓ ←  Harriet #2  Bowser's Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwew 

 

Boss 17  ↓ → → →  Topper #2  Bowser's Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwew1 

 

Boss 18 ★  ↓ → → ↑  RoboBrood  Bowser's Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwew2 

 

Boss 19  ↓ → → ← 

Madame Broode 

#2  Moon Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwew3 

 

Boss 20 ★  ↓ → ↑ ←  Bowser #2  Moon Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwew4 

 

Boss 21  ↓ → ← ↓  Knucklotec #2 

Mushroom 

Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwew5 

 

Boss 22  ↓ → ↓ →  Torkdrift #2 

Mushroom 

Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwew6 

 

Boss 23 ★ ♥  ↓ → ↓ ↑  Mechawiggler #2 

Mushroom 

Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwew7 

 

Boss 24  ↓ → ↓ ← 

Mollusque 

Lanceur #2 

Mushroom 

Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwew8 
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Boss 25 ♥  ↓ → ↓ ↓  Cookatiel #2 

Mushroom 

Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwew9 

 

Boss 26 ★  ↓ ↑ ← ↓ 

Ruined Dragon 

#2 

Mushroom 

Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwex 

 

Boss 27-31  ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑  Boss Gauntlet  Dark Side Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwex1 

 

Boss 32  ↓ ↑ ↑ ←  Bowser #3  Moon Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwex2 

 

Boss 33  ↓ ↑ ↑ →  Bowser #4  Moon Kingdom 

https://www.switch-up.ca/aut

o-boss-battle?lightbox=dataIt

em-jo7tgwex3 
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 ZELDA MODE CONTROLS  
 

OVERVIEW 
The Switch Up TM Zelda Mode comprises several Legend of ZeldaTM: Breath of the Wild 

mods to streamline the trickier areas of the in game controls, with mods such as 

ENHANCED WEAPON MODES  for superior combat, INFINITE SPRINT and AUTO 

HORSE  for superior traversal,  EASY TAME & SOOTHE, and HORSE STAMINA 

REFRESH. 

 

Significantly cut down on the grinding for arrows and rupees to unlock content with 

ARROW/RUPEE GENERATORS, so that you can focus on experiencing and enjoying the 

open world as one seamless experience.  You can even QUICK SAVE. 

 

Take advantage of a simple to use menu system with classic style button codes to toggle 

the various mods. 

 

Use the Switch Up TM  device to play Zelda with Joy-Con TM/Switch TM Pro/Xbox OneTM/Xbox 

360 TM/PlayStation 4 TM/PlayStation 3 TM controllers. 

 

The Switch Up TM  device also supports the Change Jump button setting to suit your play 

preferences. 

 

ACTIVATION 
You must first select Zelda Mode.  PRESS & RELEASE the Mode Select button until it 

turns GREEN.  You are now in Zelda Mode. 

 

MASTER QUICK CONTROL 
MASTER QUICK CONTROL will SUSPEND/RESUME ALL MODS for situations where 

you might need NO MODS in a hurry. 

MASTER QUICK CONTROL - SUSPEND/RESUME ALL MODS 

SUSPEND/RESUME ALL MODS:  HOLD LEFT D-Pad & TAP PLUS button (XB: VIEW / 

PS: OPTIONS) at the same time.  (Suspended: HEAVY rumble and Mode Select 



PURPLE LED indicator / Resumed: LIGHT rumble Mode Select GREEN LED indicator). 

 

MENU MODE NAVIGATION 
NAVIGATION  INFO 

Enter MENU MODE  ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD MINUS button (XB: VIEW / 

PS: SHARE) until the Mode Select LED turns WHITE. 

Settings MENU MODE  L bumper toggles between default “Infinite Sprint - On 

Hold” and “Infinite Sprint - Always Active”.  R bumper 

toggles matching your in game “Change jump button” 

setting between default OFF & ON.  (DEFAULT: LIGHT 

rumble indicator / ALTERNATE: HEAVY rumble indicator). 

PLUS button (XB: MENU / PS: OPTIONS) RESETS 

everything to DEFAULT. 

Exit MENU MODE  EXIT MENU MODE - PRESS MINUS button (XB: VIEW / 

PS: SHARE). 

 

MASTER RESET 
MASTER RESET will RESET ALL MODS to their default state and button map for 

situations where you have lost track of what you have toggled ON. 

 

ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) until the Mode 

Select LED turns WHITE.  Proceed to RELEASE the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: 

SHARE). 

 

PRESS the PLUS button (XB: MENU / PS: OPTIONS), and you will feel a HEAVY rumble, 

which means all mods have been reset to their default state and button map. 

 

EXIT MENU MODE - PRESS the MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE). 

MASTER RESET   

Reset To Default  From Menu Mode:  PRESS PLUS button (XB: MENU / PS: 



OPTIONS), and you will feel a HEAVY rumble, which means all 

mods have been reset to their default state and button map. 

QUICK SAVE 
QUICK SAVE to the first save slot. 

QUICK MOD  ALWAYS ON 

Quick Save  QUICK SAVE:  PRESS MINUS & PLUS button TOGETHER at the 

same time (XB: VIEW & MENU / PS: SHARE & OPTIONS). 

 

BUTTON LAYOUT 
If you are using the in game default “Change Jump Button: OFF” setting, then you can 

safely ignore this section. 

 

You MUST MATCH the Change Jump Button mode with your in game “Change Jump 

button” setting for the mods to function correctly. 

MODE  JUMP button MODE 

OFF  OFF; the Switch Up TM is MATCHED to “Change Jump Button: OFF”. 

ON  ON; the Switch UpTM is MATCHED to “Change Jump Button: ON”. 

Setup  ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) until 

the Mode Select LED turns WHITE.  R bumper toggles matching your in 

game “Change Jump button” setting between OFF & ON.  (DEFAULT 

OFF: LIGHT rumble indicator / ON: HEAVY rumble indicator). 

 

   



LINK MODS 
 

ENHANCED WEAPON MODES 
Use the Enhanced Weapon Mode mods to provide you with significant advantages in 

combat.   There are a few details you need to know first: 

 

● You can ONLY have 1 Enhanced Weapon Mode selected at a time. 

 

● If you QUICKLY DOUBLE TAP the Attack button (or quickly tap multiple times in a 

row), you will attack normally instead of using the Enhanced Weapon Mode.  This 

is useful when you are able to use Flurry Rush after dodging an attack. 

 

● When you mount a horse you MUST EITHER toggle OFF the current Enhanced 

Weapon Mode, OR, toggle ON the Auto Horse mod.  This is due to weapon mods 

interfering with mounted combat controls. 

 

The 4 Enhanced Weapon Modes are described as follows: 

 

RAPID SPEAR 
When the Rapid Spear mod is ON, it will amplify the power of Link’s spear, stagger and 

knock back most enemies for the edge in battle.  This mod is ONLY for spear weapons. 

 

To toggle ON Rapid Spear, HOLD the RIGHT D-Pad & TAP the L bumper at the same 

time, and you will feel 1 HEAVY rumble. 

 

To use Rapid Spear, equip a spear weapon, HOLD the Attack button and it will keep 

rapidly attacking until you RELEASE the Attack button. 

 

To cancel an attack early and dodge in the desired direction, MOVE either LEFT, RIGHT, 

FORWARDS or BACKWARDS and CLICK in the LEFT STICK button. 

 

To toggle OFF Rapid Spear, HOLD the RIGHT D-Pad & TAP the L bumper again at the 

same time, and you will feel a LIGHT rumble. 

 



 

BOMB PARRY 
When the Bomb Parry mod is ON, you have the ability to parry Link’s bomb and explode 

enemies in front of Link without him taking any damage and only minor damage to his 

shield.  Bomb Parry is very effective when Link is faced with overwhelming odds.  This 

mod is ONLY intended for the square remote bomb, as the circle remote bomb can 

potentially roll down a hill. 

 

To toggle ON Bomb Parry, HOLD the RIGHT D-Pad & TAP the R bumper at the same 

time, and you will feel 2 HEAVY rumbles. 

 

To use Bomb Parry, equip a square remote bomb and a shield, then TAP the Attack 

button. 

 

To toggle OFF Bomb Parry, HOLD the RIGHT D-Pad & TAP the R bumper again at the 

same time, and you will feel a LIGHT rumble. 

 

 

HEAVY BOMB BOW 

When the Heavy Bomb Bow mod is ON, using a heavy weapon and the square remote 

bomb, stagger the enemy, drop a bomb while backflipping and then ready Link’s bow in 

a single smooth motion.  This mod is ONLY intended for using a heavy weapon with 

the square remote bomb, as the circle remote bomb can potentially roll down a hill. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE:  This mod only drops the bomb to allow you to be able to control 

when you wish to blow it up.  If you run the mod twice without blowing up the bomb the 

first time, the bomb will blow up. 

 

To toggle ON Heavy Bomb Bow, HOLD the RIGHT D-Pad & TAP the ZL trigger at the 

same time, and you will feel 3 HEAVY rumbles. 

 

To use Heavy Bomb Bow, equip a heavy weapon, a square remote bomb, and a bow, 

then PRESS the Attack button and it will start performing the sequence.  If you want to 

control when the bow is going to shoot, continue HOLDING the Attack button or HOLD 



the Aim button during the sequence, and then RELEASE whichever button you are 

HOLDING when you want to shoot. 

 

While Link is swinging his weapon and before he jumps, to cancel an attack early and 

dodge in the desired direction, MOVE either LEFT, RIGHT, FORWARDS or BACKWARDS 

and CLICK in the LEFT STICK button. 

 

To toggle OFF Heavy Bomb Bow, HOLD the RIGHT D-Pad & TAP the ZL trigger again at 

the same time, and you will feel a LIGHT rumble. 

 

BOW SPIN 
When the Bow Spin mod is ON, unleash a whirlwind of power using the elemental 

effects of Link’s sword.  This mod automates the technique of chaining enemies into 

being stunned by allowing Link to continuously trigger the elementals of the Great 

Frostblade  or Great Thunderblade  in a spinning motion.  Do note that this mod changes 

the hitbox of the spin attack to the hitbox of the bow, so you will need to align yourself 

properly with your enemy. 

 

To toggle ON Bow Spin, HOLD the RIGHT D-Pad & TAP the ZR trigger at the same time, 

and you will feel 4 HEAVY rumbles. 

 

To use Bow Spin, equip the Great Frostblade or Great Thunderblade, and a bow, then 

HOLD the Attack button and it will start performing the sequence.    If you want to cancel 

the sequence before it has completed, or Link is about to run out of stamina, RELEASE 

the Attack button.  If you QUICKLY TAP & RELEASE the Attack button, Link will perform a 

normal attack, and the Bow Spin will only be performed after HOLDING for long enough 

that you see Link’s bow in his hands. 

 

To toggle OFF Bow Spin, HOLD the RIGHT D-Pad & TAP the ZR trigger again at the same 

time, and you will feel a LIGHT rumble. 

MOD  INFO 

Rapid Spear  To toggle ON/OFF Rapid Spear, HOLD RIGHT D-Pad & TAP L 

bumper at the same time.  (ON: 1 HEAVY rumble indicator / 

OFF: LIGHT rumble indicator).  To use Rapid Spear, equip a 



spear weapon, then HOLD the Attack button and it will keep 

rapidly attacking until you RELEASE the Attack button.  To 

cancel an attack early and dodge in the desired direction, 

MOVE either LEFT, RIGHT, FORWARDS or BACKWARDS and 

CLICK in the LEFT STICK button. 

Bomb Parry  To toggle ON/OFF Bomb Parry, HOLD the RIGHT D-Pad & TAP 

the R bumper at the same time. (ON: 2 HEAVY rumbles 

indicator / OFF: LIGHT rumble indicator). To use Bomb Parry, 

equip a square remote bomb and shield, then TAP the Attack 

button and it will start performing the sequence. 

Heavy Bomb Bow  To toggle ON/OFF Heavy Bomb Bow, HOLD RIGHT D-Pad & 

TAP ZL trigger at the same time.  (ON: 3 HEAVY rumbles 

indicator / OFF: LIGHT rumble indicator).  To use Heavy Bomb 

Bow, equip a heavy weapon, a square remote bomb, and a 

bow, then PRESS the Attack button and it will start performing 

the sequence.  If you want to control when the bow is going to 

shoot, continue HOLDING the Attack button or HOLD the Aim 

button during the sequence, and then RELEASE whichever 

button you are HOLDING when you want to shoot.  While Link 

is swinging his weapon and before he jumps, to cancel an 

attack early and dodge in the desired direction, MOVE either 

LEFT, RIGHT, FORWARDS or BACKWARDS and CLICK in the 

LEFT STICK button. 

Bow Spin  To toggle ON/OFF Bow Spin, HOLD RIGHT D-Pad & TAP ZR 

trigger at the same time.  (ON: 4 HEAVY rumbles indicator / 

OFF: LIGHT rumble indicator).  To use Bow Spin, equip the 

Great Frostblade or Great Thunderblade, and a bow, then 

HOLD the Attack button and it will start performing the 

sequence.  If you want to cancel the sequence before it has 

completed, or Link is about to run out of stamina, RELEASE the 

Attack button.  QUICKLY TAP & RELEASE the Attack button 

instead, and Link will perform a normal attack. 

 



INFINITE SPRINT 
When the Infinite Sprint mod is ON, take the pain out of traversing Hyrule as this mod 

allows Link to endlessly sprint while moving in any direction, without being affected by 

the in game stamina.  By default, you MUST be HOLDING the Sprint button, but if you set 

it to “Infinite Sprint - Always Active”, this is no longer required (see both the important 

notes and the table below). 

 

HOLD the RIGHT D-Pad & CLICK in the RIGHT STICK button at the same time to toggle 

ON Infinite Sprint, and you will feel a HEAVY rumble. 

 

When you no longer wish to use Infinite Sprint, HOLD the RIGHT D-Pad & CLICK in the 

RIGHT STICK button again at the same time to toggle OFF Infinite Sprint, and you will feel 

a LIGHT rumble. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES:   If you press a button that relates to an in game action, Link will 

not immediately use Infinite Sprint again to allow for the action to complete.  While they 

are active, Auto Horse and Easy Tame & Soothe take precedence over Infinite Sprint. 

 

If you are using “Infinite Sprint - Always Active”, for paragliding and climbing, you MUST 

HOLD the Jump button.  This will temporarily suspend the mod until you release the 

button.  For the in game map, you will have to toggle OFF the mod.  While riding a horse, 

it is recommended that you use the Auto Horse mod to block interference from Infinite 

Sprint; otherwise, Link will immediately dismount his horse upon moving forward. 

QUICK MOD  ON/OFF 

Infinite Sprint  Take the pain out of traversing Hyrule as this mod allows Link to 

endlessly sprint while moving in any direction, without being 

affected by the in game stamina.  HOLD RIGHT D-Pad & CLICK in 

the RIGHT STICK button at the same time to toggle Infinite Sprint. 

(ON: HEAVY rumble indicator / OFF: LIGHT rumble indicator). 

NOTE:  If you are using “Infinite Sprint - Always Active”, you will 

have to toggle it OFF for the in game map. 

Setup  ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) 

until the Mode Select LED turns WHITE.  L bumper toggles between 



default “Infinite Sprint - On Hold” and “Infinite Sprint - Always 

Active”.  (DEFAULT: LIGHT rumble indicator / ALTERNATE: HEAVY 

rumble indicator). 

 

HORSE MODS 
 

AUTO HORSE 
When the Auto Horse mod is ON, you can again take the pain out of traversing Hyrule 

as this mod makes Link’s horse automatically sprint and it will replenish its stamina 

before sprinting again. 

 

HOLD the DOWN D-Pad & CLICK in the RIGHT STICK button at the same time to toggle 

ON Auto Horse, and you will feel a HEAVY rumble.  Pull the LEFT STICK back and Link’s 

horse will stop sprinting until you either move forward again or PRESS the Sprint button. 

 

If you purposely dismount the horse yourself, or interact with characters from the horse, it 

will automatically toggle OFF Auto Horse, and you will feel a LIGHT rumble. 

 

When you otherwise no longer wish to use Auto Horse, HOLD the DOWN D-Pad & CLICK 

in the RIGHT STICK button again at the same time to toggle OFF Auto Horse, and you will 

feel a LIGHT rumble. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES:   If Link get knocked off the horse, you MUST manually toggle OFF 

Auto Horse as this mod is NOT designed for when Link is on foot!  While they are active, 

Auto Horse and Easy Tame & Soothe take precedence over Infinite Sprint. 

QUICK MOD  ON/OFF 

Auto Horse  Take the pain out of traversing Hyrule as this mod makes 

Link’s horse automatically sprint and it will replenish its 

stamina before sprinting again.  HOLD DOWN D-Pad & CLICK 

in RIGHT STICK button at the same time to toggle Auto Horse. 

(ON: HEAVY rumble indicator / OFF: LIGHT rumble indicator). 

 



EASY TAME & SOOTHE 
When the Easy Tame & Soothe mod is ON, it makes Link automatically tame or soothe a 

horse as fast as possible, which is an in game mechanic to build a relationship with the 

horse for better steering, or for taming a wild horse. 

 

HOLD the DOWN D-Pad & TAP the L bumper at the same time to toggle ON Easy Tame 

& Soothe, and you will feel a HEAVY rumble. 

 

If you purposely dismount the horse yourself, or interact with characters from the horse, it 

will automatically toggle OFF Easy Tame & Soothe, and you will feel a LIGHT rumble. 

 

When you otherwise no longer wish to Easy Tame & Soothe, HOLD the DOWN D-Pad & 

TAP the L bumper again at the same time to toggle OFF Easy Tame & Soothe, and you 

will feel a LIGHT rumble. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES:   If Link gets knocked off the horse, you MUST QUICKLY manually 

toggle OFF Easy Tame & Soothe to avoid undesirable in game actions, such as blowing 

yourself up. 

 

Some horses require Link to have more stamina bars in order for them to be tamed.  If 

the horse kicks Link off, you will need to manually toggle OFF Easy Tame and start again 

from the beginning.  You can avoid this by creating stamina potions beforehand, then as 

you need to, toggle OFF the mod, open up the menu, consume the stamina potions, 

close the menu, then toggle ON the mod again. 

QUICK MOD  ON/OFF 

Easy Tame & 

Soothe 

This mod makes Link automatically tame or soothe a horse as 

fast as possible, which is an in game mechanic to build a 

relationship with the horse for better steering, or for taming a 

wild horse.  HOLD DOWN D-Pad & TAP L bumper at the same 

time to toggle Easy Tame & Soothe.  (ON: HEAVY rumble 

indicator / OFF: LIGHT rumble indicator). 

 

   



HORSE STAMINA REFRESH 
Use the Horse Stamina Refresh mod for a chance to reset your horse’s stamina.  This 

mod is NOT designed to be used alongside Auto Horse, and it will simply toggle OFF 

Auto Horse, Infinite Sprint and Easy Tame & Soothe if any of these mods are active.  You 

MUST have a shield and a bow equipped. 

 

When your horse’s stamina gauge is low, but not depleted, so at 1 or more:  HOLD the 

DOWN D-Pad & TAP the R bumper at the same time.  You will be given a 50% chance to 

reset your horse’s stamina to max, despite the stamina gauge still looking empty.  If the 

mod is unsuccessful, Link will fall off the horse while riding his shield. 

QUICK MOD  ALWAYS ON 

Horse Stamina 

Refresh 

You MUST have a shield and a bow equipped.  When your 

horse’s stamina gauge is low, but not depleted, so at 1 or 

more:  HOLD DOWN D-Pad & TAP R bumper at the same time. 

50% chance to reset horse’s stamina gauge to max, despite it 

looking empty.  If unsuccessful, Link will fall off while riding his 

shield. 

 

ZELDA GENERATORS 

ARROW GENERATOR 
Arrow Generator is available after completing the “Stranded on Eventide” shrine 

quest, and then fast travelling to the “Korgu Chideh Shrine”.   

 

IMPORTANT NOTE:  FAIR WARNING; as part of this generator’s function, this mod 

automatically saves over the first save slot. 

 

Now follow the steps below: 

STEPS  INFO 

Step 1  REQUIREMENTS:  Options > Camera sensitivity > Normal and 

NO equipped metal items to avoid lightning strikes.  Once you 



have completed the “Stranded on Eventide” shrine quest, fast 

travel to the “Korgu Chideh Shrine”. 

Step 2  Turn to look at the “Korgu Chideh Shrine” behind you, and 

make your left from there towards the cliff.  Jump off and glide 

onto the island ring of rocks.  You will see a chest in the 

middle of a pool of water; make sure Link is standing ashore in 

line with the chest, and aiming the magnesis ability at the lock 

on the chest.  There needs to be enough room between Link 

and the water for the chest to make it to land. 

Step 3  ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: 

SHARE) until the Mode Select LED turns WHITE. 

Step 4  PRESS the following D-Pad sequence:  ↑ ← ↑ →.  From top to 

bottom, the Switch Up TM will light up a GREEN Player LED as 

you enter the 4 button code.  If you have begun entering the 

wrong code, wait for the Player LED's to shut off, and try again. 

Step 5  Once you have entered the code correctly, all 4 Player LED's 

will be flashing GREEN in sync.  If you have entered the code 

incorrectly, the Mode Select LED will light up YELLOW for a 

few seconds, and then you can try again. 

Step 6  Once you have entered the code correctly, make sure Link is 

still aiming the magnesis ability at the middle of the chest. 

PRESS UP D-Pad to toggle ON Arrow Generator.  The Mode 

Select LED will now flash in sync with the 4 GREEN Player 

LED’s.  The generator will run endlessly, earning arrows up to 

the max limit of your inventory, or until you toggle it OFF. 

OFF  PRESS MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) to toggle OFF 

Arrow Generator when you are done.  The Mode Select LED 

will stop flashing and the 4 Player LED’s will shut off.  You will 

be able to control your game again. 

 

   



RUPEE GENERATOR 
Rupee Generator is available in “Hebra”.  It is recommended to watch this video for the 

start point of the generator.  https://youtu.be/30SD2Q3m00U 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE:  This generator will NOT always score successfully in the “Snow 

Bowling” minigame, but you will never lose more rupees than the generator gains.  TIP: 

Ensure that you have cold resistance gear for Link to keep him from freezing in “Hebra”. 

 

Now follow the steps below: 

STEPS  INFO 

Step 1  REQUIREMENTS:  Options > Camera sensitivity > Normal and 

cold resistance gear.  Fast travel to “Hebra Tower”, heading 

north east off the ledge to “Pondo’s Lodge” where the “Snow 

Bowling” minigame is located. 

Step 2  ENTER MENU MODE - HOLD MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: 

SHARE) until the Mode Select LED turns WHITE. 

Step 3  PRESS the following D-Pad sequence:  ↓ ← ↑ →.  From top to 

bottom, the Switch Up TM will light up a GREEN Player LED as 

you enter the 4 button code.  If you have begun entering the 

wrong code, wait for the Player LED's to shut off, and try again. 

Step 4  Once you have entered the code correctly, all 4 Player LED's 

will be flashing GREEN in sync.  If you have entered the code 

incorrectly, the Mode Select LED will light up YELLOW for a 

few seconds, and then you can try again. 

Step 5  Once you have enter the code correctly, talk to ”Pondo”. 

Follow the conversation bubble, and select “I’ll try it!”, and 

hover over “OK!” but do NOT select it.  PRESS UP D-Pad to 

toggle ON Rupee Generator.  The Mode Select LED will now 

flash in sync with the 4 GREEN Player LED’s.  The generator 

will run endlessly, earning rupees up to the max limit of your 

inventory, or until you turn it OFF. 

https://youtu.be/30SD2Q3m00U


OFF  PRESS MINUS button (XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) to toggle OFF 

Rupee Generator when you are done.  The Mode Select LED 

will stop flashing and the 4 Player LED’s will shut off.  You will 

be able to control your game again. 

 






